on the headset (G,H,I) or the inline volume control
which also enables control of vibration settings

Getting Started
Guide
5. Hold the headset by
the headband (A),
not the scope (the bit
with the blue lights),
press the headband
release button (E)
and pull the front

PS 4 – Virtual Reality
Overview


PlayStation VR is the latest member of the PS4
family – connect the headset, add a PlayStation
Camera and leave reality behind.



Whichever way you turn, the 360 degree

section forward. Place the headset on your head
and release the headband release button (E).
Tighten the headband using the adjustment dial
(D) just enough to stop movement
Adjust the scope position by carefully holding it
around the edges and wiggling it until it’s
comfortable and the image is as clear as possible.
6. Go into the game you wish to play and follow the

immersion of PS VR makes you part of a living,

screen instructions, adjusting the position and

breathing world with a seamless field of view.

angle of the camera as required so you are in the

Step by Step
Start Up

centre.
7. To remove the headset, press the headband
release button (E) and re-extend the head band
(A). Lift the headset by the head band.
8. Turning off the system – Press the PS button on the

1. Turn on the PS4 – Press the
power button under the

controller, go up to the toolbar at the top and
across to the power button, select turn off PS4

SONY label
2. Turn on the projector or screen (see PS4 get
started guide for projector instructions)
3. Turn on the controller by pressing the PS button on
the controller.
4. Turn on VR - Press the power button on bottom of
the headset (C).Headphones are plugged in at

If necessary the parent/carer could set the VR unit up
on themselves before putting them on the player.
BATTERIES REQUIRED – Controllers DO NOT require
batteries. Connect them to the usb port on the
console with the connector

(A). The volume can be altered using the controls
Charity no 1165791

